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Rural Banking 

 Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture 

Artificial intelligence 

refers to the ability 

of a machine or a 

computer to mimic 

the capabilities of the human mind and execute 

tasks, from the simplest to more complex.  It 

can also be defined as the ability of a computer 

or a robot controlled by a computer to do tasks 

that are usually done by humans because they 

require human intelligence and discernment. It 

is man with machine synergy.  

Agriculture is one of the oldest and most 

significant professions of the world. Agricultural 

industry plays a vital role in the economic 

sector and it contributes nearly $5 Trillion 

economy to the world. It is expected that the 

global population may go above nine billion by 

2050. To feed the growing population it is 

necessary to increase the agricultural 

production. The present set up of soil and water 

resources are insufficient to fulfill the gap and it 

requires adopting the latest technology in 

agricultural sector. It can be achieved through 

implementation of Artificial Intelligence in 

agriculture. 

The use of AI technology increases the crop 

yield, reduces farm wastages, improves soil 

health and irrigation facilities, reduction of pest 

and deceases etc.  AI combined with 

unmanned aircraft systems and drones can 

capture the images of the farming area and 

analyze the soil, crops and animals on a real 

time basis. It can helps the farmers to take 

decisions on choice of the crop, animals health 

and any reclamation required to improve the 

soil and water content. Precision agriculture 

uses AI technology to detect pest and 

diseases, plant nutrition, identification of 

weeds. The AI sensors can detect target weeds 

and helps to decide what herbicide needs to be 

applied and at how much quantity required.  

Artificial Intelligence in Soil health and 

sowing 

The data received from the sensors placed in 

the soil which has been supplied by the soil 

analyzing drones can help to analyze the soil 

deficiency and nutrients requirement. It helps to 

determine how much organic matter required 

for the soil to raise the selective crops. The AI 

analyzes the images received from drones and 

identifies the places best suited for the 

particular crop based on the geographical 

characteristics of the farm land. Even it 

examines the seed pictures and compares with 

the healthy seeds images stores in it.  The AI 

algorithm instructs the farming robots to filter 

out the unhealthy seeds or chaffy seeds. 

Artificial Intelligence in Irrigation and supply 

of nutrients  

The Artificial intelligence monitors the weather 

conditions and water usage capacity of the 

farming land. The weather predictions help to 

select the choice of irrigation facilities like use 

of rain water etc. It can save the farm water 

resources and aids for selection of the crop 

during the particular season. It maintains the 

desired water level at the root zone that is 

optimal for plant growth. Based on average 

historical weather conditions data stored in the 

system decides the water management and 

also reduces the labour cost. The data received 

from the precision agriculture software, images 

captured from smart phones, soil analyzing 

drones, soil sensors etc. aids to determine the 

nutrient requirement of the soil for the selected 

crops, and helps to decide the fertilizer 

requirement. The AI recommends the best 

suited fertilizer for the selective soil using its 

analytical data. 
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Artificial Intelligence in Crop protection 

The Hyper spectral image and 3D Laser 

scanning are capable of providing information 

about the plant metrics across thousands of 

acres. The Hortibot uses the GPS (Global 

Positioning System) technology and identifies 

nearly 25 weeds type and remove them 

through its physical weed removing 

attachments. This Hortibot is eco friendly and 

sprays the weedicides or herbicides exactly 

above the weeds and it will not damage the 

soil. The cost is less than when compared to 

the conventional weeding methods followed 

currently.  

The movement of the pest can be monitored 

through drones images and help to decide the 

right of pesticides application. Early warning 

systems using AI is used in India for cotton 

crops. Through machine learning algorithms 

the AI helps to predict crop diseases. One such 

example is Vine view application. Vine View 

provides grape growers around the world with 

the data insights they need to optimize their 

vineyard productivity. Thus it helps to reduce 

the crop loss and increases the yield.  

Artificial Intelligence in Harvesting  

The Artificial intelligence can accurately 

calculate whether the crop is ready for harvest 

of not based on its data on the previous crop 

season. The AI robots will start to harvest the 

crop once it is ready. It reduces the yield loss 

due to its enhanced harvesting techniques.  

Artificial Intelligence in other farming 

activities 

 The AI can be used to identify the 

intruding animals or unauthorized 

persons in the field. 

 The AI technique also used in animal 

husbandry to determine the 

maintenance cost from the previous 

data and can calculate the yield of the 

animals. 

 AI can use 3D images to determine the 

live weight of poultry birds, cattle, 

sheep, goats, pigs etc. 

 Driverless tractor can be achieved 

through Artificial Intelligence. The most 

advanced technologies like sensors, 

radars and GPS are used here.  

Conclusion 

In this modern era of agriculture, introduction of 

Artificial Intelligence in agricultural sector is 

inevitable. It increases the utilization of 

resources to the maximum level and results in 

increased yield and reduced cost of cultivation. 

Artificial intelligence will bring technological 

revolution in agriculture. The farmers can take 

right decisions with the available stored data or 

data received from drones, satellite pictures, 

remote sensors and other analytical tools of 

Artificial Intelligence. Artificial intelligence is the 

need of the hour to feed the growing 

population. 

 Thamizhmani Subramanian 

 Faculty, IMAGE 

-------------------------------------------- 
Farming systems in India 

 
Agriculture in 
India involves 
plants, animal 
breeding and 
land cultivation 

for people. And farming also produces raw 
material for several industries. Agriculture is the 
livelihood for majority of population in India. 
Different types of agriculture in India depend on 
rainfall, irrigation facilities, production purpose 
and size of holding and technology used.  
Based on all these factors types of farming can 
be identified. 
 
Types of farming systems in India range from 
subsistence farming to organic farming and 
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industrial or commercial farming. Then this 
variation in types of farming in India is large 
because the climate varies significantly 
according to the different regions in India.  
There are three types of farming and they are 
as follow:-  
 

1. Subsistence farming 
It is described as family farming because it 
meets the needs of the farmer’s family. It 
requires a low level of technology and 
household labour. These types of farming 
produce small output. They do not use high 
yielding varieties of old seeds and fertilizer. 
Facilities like electricity and irrigation are not 
available for them. Most subsistence farming is 
done manually.  
 
Subsistence farming can be classified into two 
types: 
 
(a) Intensive subsistence farming: - It includes 
a small plot of land for growing crops, simple 
and low-cost tools, and more labour. The word 
intensive means hard work, so it requires more 
labour. The climate of this farming with a large 
number of days with sunshine and fertile soils 
permit growing more than one crop annually in 
the same land. Rice is the main crop of this 
farming. Other crops include wheat, maize, 
pulses and oilseeds. This farming is spread in 
the thickly populated area of the monsoon 
regions.  
 
(b) Primitive subsistence farming:- It has two 
types, shifting cultivation and nomadic herding. 
 
Shifting cultivation:-This cultivation is spread in 
thickly forested areas like north east India. 
These are the areas of heavy rainfall. It is a 
quick regeneration of vegetation. The process 
of shifting cultivation is that first of all the land is 
cleared by falling trees and burning them. Then 
the ash of the trees is mixed with the land 
soil.  In this cultivation farming crops like maize, 
yam, potatoes and cassava are grown. Crops 
are grown in this land for 2 or 3 years. Then the 
land is left out because fertilizer of the soil 
decreases.  The farmers move to the other land 
to repeat this process. This is also called ‘slash 

and burn agriculture’. Shifting cultivation is 
known by different names in different parts of 
the world – Jhumming in North East India. 
 
Nomadic Herding:- This type of farming is done 
on the semi-dry area and dry area. Like central 
Asia, some parts of India like Rajasthan and 
Jammu and Kashmir. The process of this 
farming is that the herdsmen move from one 
place to another place for feed and water, 
along the defined routes. The most used 
animals in this farming are sheep, camel, yak, 
and goats. The product of this farming is milk, 
meat and others useful to the herdsman and 
their families. 
 

2. Commercial Farming 
 
In this farming, 
crops are 
grown for sale 
in the market. 
The main 
purpose of this 

farming is to do business. It requires large 
areas of land and a high level of technology. It’s 
done with the high cost of tools. Commercial 
farming is of 3 types: 
 
(a)Commercial grain farming:-This farming is 
done for grains. This farming is done in the 
winter season. In this farming, only a single 
crop can be grown at one time. This farming is 
spread in Asia.  
 
(b)Commercial mixed farming:-This type of 
farming is done for growing food, fodder crops. 
In this farming, one or more crops are grown 
together. It has good rainfall and irrigation. The 
crops are cared for carefully. The crops are 
done almost at the same duration.  
 
(c)Commercial plantation farming:-This farming 
requires a large amount of labour and large 
areas. It is in respect of simple crops like tea, 
coffee, cotton, rubber, banana, and sugarcane. 
The products are processed in the farm itself of 
nearby factories. These products do not directly 
go for the sale. After growing these products, 

https://www.tractorjunction.com/blog/contract-farming-in-india-benefits-of-contract-farming/
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the leaves are roasted in the factories or farms. 
These are all tree crops.  
 
This farming requires large transportation 
because the products of this farming are 
transported from one area to another area. 
Areas of plantation farming are tropical regions 
of the world – Like rubber in Malaysia, Tea in 
India, and Coffee in Brazil. This farming is 
mostly done in hilly areas like sub-Himalayan, 
Nilgiri and West Bengal. This farming takes a 
long period to mature the products but these 
are produced for longer periods. 
 

3. Home Farming 
 

Home farming includes terrace farming, 
gardening. It requires small space and small 
tools like a garden rake, pruning shear, 
etc. This farming has the ability to grow any 
vegetable, fruits, flowers and small trees in the 
same land. This farming is also used as a 
decorated thing for the home. It requires small 
labor. This farming uses both commercial and 
subsistence. There are two types of home 
farming done in India.  
 
(a)Container Farming:-This farming is used 
when there are limited space in gardens, be it a 
small yard, courtyard or balcony. This farming 
has the ability to grow almost any vegetable, 
fruit, and flowers. 
 
(b)Vertical Farming:- It is described as a 
window garden. Most vertical farming is used 
for small plant crops and vine crops. It includes 
Loki, tomato, chilli, coriander. The production of 
vine crops is less in the traditional way; vertical 
farming is very useful for vine crops. 
 
Conclusion   
In India, farming is the major source of income 
and there are many types of farming. Farming 
plays a very important role in everybody’s life, 
directly or indirectly.  Agriculture is 
an important source of livelihood in most parts 
of the world. It involves tough work but it 
contributes to food security and the health of 
the nation.  Farming has been an art of raising 
stocks and cultivating lands for the fulfilment of 

hunger for living things on earth.  In addition to 
this, farming also contributes to the balance of 
environmental aspects.  Thus, we must adore 
the farmers and appreciate their work as high 
recognition. 
 
Jalendra Singh 
Faculty, Staff College Kolkata 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

HR Management 

 

Be Fit during Covid-19 Pandemic 

Indian banks have lost more than 1000 bankers 

and many more 

are infected, 

according to an 

industry body, 

underscoring the 

heavy toll the covid-19 virus has taken in the 

Asian country battling the world’s worst corona 

virus crisis. “We have lost more than 1,000 
bankers in covid-19. This shows that we need 

protection and we should focus on vaccination, 

social distancing, mask and good health to fight 

against covid-19 pandemic.  

 

Now, the health plays a vital role to keep 

ourselves fit by nutritious diet. A nutritious diet 

and an optimally functioning immune system 

can never go wrong. If you have a healthy 

immune system, your body can safeguard you 

from any disease, even the novel corona virus 

or COVID-19. While as of now, there is neither 

any sufficient vaccine available nor proven 

home remedy to protect you from the COVID-

19, there are some vitamins and foods which 

you can include in your regular diet to have a 

strong immune system and in turn, fight the 

infectious disease. 

 

“ I t  i s  h e a l t h  t h a t  i s  r e a l  

w e a l t h  a n d  n o t  p i e c e s  o f  g o l d  

a n d  s i l v e r . ”  –  M a h a t m a  G a n d h i  

 

https://www.tractorjunction.com/blog/what-is-vertical-farming-and-why-vertical-farming-needed/
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While it is crucial to mention hygiene standards 

like washing your hands frequently, especially if 

you have travelled by public transport. Using an 

alcohol sanitizer, in case you are travelling to 

disinfect your hands, wearing a mask (cover 

your nose and mouth) and avoiding touching 

your hand or mouth. There are also certain 

methods to improve your immunity which is 

paramount at this juncture. 

 

Individuals with certain pre-existing illnesses 

like diabetes, hypertension, cardio vascular 

disease and respiratory issues are at a higher 

risk of having Covid 19 complications, it also 

aggravates with age as the general immunity 

reduces as you get older. In the younger 

generation with no underlying illnesses, Covid 

19 can result in a minor infection, provided you 

have a robust immunity and do not engage in 

activities like smoking or drinking to combat the 

onslaught of the virus. Here is a list of 

measures you can undertake to improve your 

immunity. 

Improve Your Diet 

The food you eat plays a key aspect in 

determining your overall health and immunity. 

Eat low carb diets, as this will help control high 

blood sugar and pressure.  A low carb diet will 

help slow down diabetes and focus on a 

protein-rich diet to keep you in good shape. 

And regularly consume vegetables and fruits 

rich in Beta carotene, Ascorbic acid & other 

essential vitamins. Certain foods like 

mushrooms, tomato, bell pepper and green 

vegetables like broccoli, spinach are also good 

options to build resilience in the body against 

infections. 

 

You can also eat supplements rich in omega 3 

& 6 fatty acids for your daily dose, if stepping 

out to buy groceries is not an option during 

social distancing. Some natural immunity 

supplements include ginger, gooseberries 

(amla) and turmeric. Some of these super 

foods are common ingredients in Indian dishes 

and snacks. There are several herbs that help 

in boosting immunity like garlic, Basel leaves 

and Black cumin. Certain seeds and nuts like 

sunflower seeds, flax seed, pumpkin seeds and 

melon seeds are excellent sources of protein 

and vitamin E. 

 

Probiotics like 

Yoghurt, Yakult 

and fermented 

food are also 

excellent 

sources to rejuvenate the composition of gut 

bacteria, which is important for nutrient 

absorption by the body. These are good 

options for the older generation too. 

 

Don’t Compromise on Sleep: Good snooze 

time for 7-8 hours is the best way to help your 

body build immunity; lesser sleep will leave you 

tired and impair your brain activity. The lack of 

sleep will prevent the body from resting and this 

will impair other bodily functions that will have a 

direct impact on your immunity. Lack of sleep 

adversely affects the action of the flu vaccine. 

 

Stay Hydrated: Drink up to 8-10 glasses of 

water every day, to stay hydrated.  Hydration 

will help flush out the toxins from the body and 

lower the chances of flu.  Other alternatives 

include juices made of citrus fruits and coconut 

water, to beat the heat.  

 

Don’t Skip on Exercise: A good diet should be 

followed by an exercise routine. Remember to 

exercise regularly; even light exercise will go a 

long way in releasing the toxins from your body. 

It is recommended to exercise for 30 to 45 

minutes, depending on your stamina. If you 

have not started exercising yet, then it is a 

good time to start. There are several Youtube 
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channels and apps to help you exercise at 

home. Regular exercise improves metabolism, 

which has a direct correlation with body 

immunity. 

 

Destress Yourself: These are testing times, 

and a prolonged period of staying indoors has 

its implications on your mental well being. The 

growing anxiety around the pandemic is 

another concern that is affecting millions across 

the globe. While the uncertainty might be 

overwhelming, there are few steps we can 

follow regularly to help relieve our stress and 

stress is known to have an adverse effect on 

immunity. 

 

Practice meditation: Too much stress 

releases the hormone known as cortisol, which 

impairs our response to immediate 

surroundings and makes our body susceptible 

to infections; we are left feeling constantly 

anxious. The best way to relieve stress is 

through meditation, it is a tried and tested 

activity to calm the nerves. If we need help 

meditating, then there are several channels on 

youtube that have instructional resources to 

help us meditate. 

 

Avoid Smoking, alcohol and other addictive: 

Certain habits like smoking, vaping, alcohol 

consumption and substance abuse have a 

direct correlation between weakened body 

defence and respiratory illnesses. Engaging in 

smoking and vaping is proven to weaken our 

lung capacity and destroy the cells lining our 

respiratory tracks, these cells are crucial to fight 

viruses that enter through our nasal orifices. 

There is new research claiming that individuals 

who engage in heavy alcohol consumption tend 

to suffer from ARDS (Acute Respiratory 

Distress Syndrome) which is one of the 

conditions caused by Covid 19 infection. 

Practice moderation, if we are dependent on 

any of these, as sudden withdrawal can also 

prove to be risky. 

 

Travelling: Avoid 

all kinds of non-

essential travels. 

Most Covid 19 

positive cases are 

imported cases, which later spread to the 

communities. Avoid being exposed to the public 

transport system and public places to avoid any 

likelihood of exposure. In case we have to 

travel, make sure to cover our nose and mouth 

with a mask and carry an alcohol-based hand 

sanitizer, at all times. Remember to sanitize 

each time you touch a surface, as Covid 19 

strain can stay on surfaces for a few hours to 

days. Use your non-dominant hand while 

accessing the doorknobs and handles, as these 

are frequently touched by many people. 

 

Supplements and immunity boosting foods: 

While all the above-mentioned tips will 

definitely help, the need of the hour is a quick 

boost to your immunity system to keep it 

fighting fit. If you’re concerned whether you are 

getting the right amount of nutrients from your 

diet, consult with your doctor about a 

supplementation regimen to boost your immune 

system. Here are a few common supplements 

and super foods that can help.  

 

Vitamin C: This particular vitamin is a crucial 

participant in the army of immunity. It helps 

prevent the common cold. It acts as a powerful 

antioxidant and protects against damage 

induced by oxidative stress. For severe 

infections, including sepsis and acute 

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), high 

dose intravenous vitamin C treatment has been 

shown to significantly improve symptoms in 

patients. 
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Vitamin D: Vitamin D supplements have a mild 

protective effect against respiratory tract 

infections. Most people are deficient in Vitamin-

D, so it’s best to consult with a doctor about 
taking a Vitamin D supplement to boost 

immune response. 

 

Zinc: Zinc is a vital component to WBC (white 

blood corpuscles) which fights infections. Zinc 

deficiency often makes one more susceptible to 

flu, cold and other viral infections. It is 

advisable to take a zinc supplement, especially 

for older people. 

 

Elderberry: Elderberries are full of nutrients 

including minerals like phosphorus, potassium, 

iron, copper and vitamins, such as vitamin A, B, 

and C, proteins and dietary fibre. Elderberries 

have antibacterial and antiviral qualities which 

help fight cold and influenza. 

 

Turmeric and Garlic: The bright yellow spice, 

Turmeric, contains a compound called 

curcumin, which boosts the immune function. 

Garlic has powerful anti-inflammatory and 

antiviral properties which enhances body 

immunity. 

 

Apart from 

maintaining 

a healthy 

lifestyle and 

taking 

supplements, the Indian health ministry is also 

suggesting few organic and natural ways to 

practice as preventive measures to fight 

COVID-19. The Ministry of AYUSH has 

recommended the following self-care guidelines 

as to 

 

 

 Drink warm water throughout the day. 

 Practice Meditation, Yogasana & Pranayama. 

 Increase the intake of Turmeric, Cumin, 

Coriander and garlic. 

 Drink herbal tea or decoction of Holy basil, 

Cinnamon, Black pepper, Dry Ginger and 

Raisin. 

 Avoid sugar and replace it with jaggery if 

needed. 

 Apply Ghee (clarified butter), Sesame oil, or 

Coconut oil in both the nostrils to keep the 

nostrils clean. 

 Inhale steam with Mint leaves and Caraway 

seeds. 

 

Our fitness is very important for our self, family, 

Bank and the society. You may follow the 

guidelines that fit yourself. This we also can do 

a bit by limiting our exposure to the virus by 

staying indoors, social distancing and eating 

healthy, hydrating and following basic hygiene 

protocol. 

 

Avdhesh Kumar 

Faculty, Staff College Lucknow 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Role of Technology in Training 

 

Training is a 

process of 

acquisition of new 

skills, attitudes and 

knowledge in the 

context of 

preparing for entry into a vocation or improving 

one’s productivity in an organization or 
enterprise. Training may be described as an 

endeavour aimed to improve or develop 

additional competency, specialization or skills 

in an employee on the role one currently holds 

and to take up additional responsibility in order 

to increase the performance or productivity for 

the organization and also go up in the ladder. 

 

The aim of training is to prepare the employees 

to achieve the organisational goals. Training is 
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also necessary for the individual development 

and progress of the employee, which motivates 

them to work for the organisation for achieving 

job satisfaction apart from monthly 

emoluments. Training and development is vital 

part of the human resource development. 

Technology is assuming very important role in 

training the people in large numbers in the 

wake of increasing competition, rise in 

customer’s expectation, improving the quality of 
service and also serve as cost cutting tool. 

 

The method of 

training may 

be Traditional 

or Technology 

based (virtual 

mode) or blend of both. In technology based 

training or virtual mode trainers and trainees 

can interact face to face or interact thru 

internet.  Apart from virtual mode   e-learning 

mode also plays a vital role wherein learners 

can access the information resources 

whenever they desire and enrich their 

knowledge. The past decade has witnessed a 

sustained emphasis on information and 

communication technologies in training, 

coupled with the rise of online social media and 

increasing usage of personal media devices.  

Further due to several restrictions being 

imposed and the social distancing norms being 

implemented to curtail the spread of virus 

infection among masses virtual mode of 

training and learning is adopted in large scale. 

 

Technology has allowed learning to become a 

more dynamic process. The advantages of e-

learning /virtual mode of training are: 

 It can be accessed at any time and 

from any place 

 Training can be imparted to 

geographically dispersed employees, 

in a faster way and in a shorter period 

of time. 

 Updation is easy 

 Paper work can be eliminated 

 Cost of training  can be curtailed 

 Trainees can participate from the 

places convenient to them 

 

Many organisations find relieving of staff for 

traditional class room/ face-to-face courses as 

too disruptive to the business, time consuming 

as they need to travel besides involving huge 

cost associated with face-to-face options. 

Online courses also allow trainers to expand 

the range of courses on offer and to respond to 

new training demands more quickly. Though 

virtual mode of training in toto may not be the 

solution, it can surely supplement face-to-face 

mentoring.  

 

Various studies 

revealed that, 

physical class 

room training 

method was 

more helpful than technology based virtual 

training in material understandability and 

effective in teaching/learning process. Virtual 

mode may not be effective where case studies 

or exercise or assessment of participants to be 

carried out. The level of absorption in face-to-

face participants was much higher than that of 

online trainees.  

 

Blended training enables learners to take more 

responsibility for their learning. An intelligent 

use of technology with a blend of traditional 

training will be effective and serves the ultimate 

purpose of reaching the organisational goals. 

 

M Kamalakannan 

Faculty, STC Mumbai 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
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FX Management 

 

Global Cross Border Payments 

 

 Global cross-

border payment 

flow is growing 

around 5% 

(CAGR) a year and tipped to top USD 150 

Trillion by 2022. This trillion-dollar cross-border 

payments market is being shaken up by a rush 

of new entrants that promise to solve long-

standing pain points. Today, the global cross-

border payment landscape is at the center of a 

number of trends that could fundamentally 

change competitive dynamics. This is ripe for 

disruption due to changing customer demands, 

emerging market growth, and financial 

inclusion. New specialized players are 

challenging the transition of dominant 

incumbent banks by offering innovative 

solutions to customer pain points. Global 

Payment giants such as Visa Inc have sought 

the central bank’s permission to offer a new 
cross-border payments system to process trade 

flows to and from India.  

 

Global Nominal GDP 2021: An outlook  

 

As of 2021, US and China would occupy the 

first two places in both methods' GDP ranking. 

The US and China's margin is coming down in 

nominal ranking as China's gdp growth rate of 

2021 (8.44%) is higher than the US 

6.39%. China will remain the world's largest 

economy on a PPP basis over the next few 

decades as 2nd ranked US is growing slow and 

3rd ranked India is way behind. India is the 

fastest-growing economy with 12.55%, followed 

by China (8.44%) in nominal. Source: 

International Monetary Fund World Economic 

Outlook (April - 2021). International Monetary 

Fund projected that the recent jump in COVID-

19 cases in India posed risks for further GDP to 

12.5% growth in India's economic output in 

fiscal years 2021 and 2022 due to recent uprise 

in COVID-19 variants. However, total cross-

border payments value averaging 1.8 times 

global nominal GDP. Large value credit and 

capital transfers have experienced narrowing 

FX margins. 

 

Variants of Cross Border Payments:  

 Business-to-Business (B2B) 

transactions make up the largest share 

by far. 

 Consumer-to-Business (C2B) 

transactions, such as cross-border e-

commerce and offline tourism spend. 

 Business-to-Consumer (B2C) 

transactions, which include wage 

salaries or interest payments. 

 Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C), or 

remittance payments, contribute the 

least. 

 

However, this new entrants aim to change the 

nature and inherent dynamics of the entire 

cross-border payments market, most are 

focusing on low-value transactions in the C2C, 

B2C, and B2B segments, which are currently 

underserved by banks and traditional payment 

providers. 

 

Benefits of cross border payments:  

 

(i) Increased consumer demands:  The 

increased pace of change in the cross-border 

payments market is closely connected to 

rapidly changing consumer demands. The 

increasing penetration of smart phones, and 

popularity of digital access points like 

alternative payments methods (APMs) for 

remittances, have created new demands that 

incumbents are struggling to meet. Alternative 

solution providers that offer faster, cheaper, 

https://statisticstimes.com/economy/gdp-indicators-2021.php
https://statisticstimes.com/economy/largest-economies-in-the-world.php
https://statisticstimes.com/economy/largest-economies-in-the-world.php
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2021/April/weo-report?c=512,914,612,614,311,213,911,314,193,122,912,313,419,513,316,913,124,339,638,514,218,963,616,223,516,918,748,618,624,522,622,156,626,628,228,924,233,632,636,634,238,662,960,423,935,128,611,321,243,248,469,253,642,643,939,734,644,819,172,132,646,648,915,134,652,174,328,258,656,654,336,263,268,532,944,176,534,536,429,433,178,436,136,343,158,439,916,664,826,542,967,443,917,544,941,446,666,668,672,946,137,546,674,676,548,556,678,181,867,682,684,273,868,921,948,943,686,688,518,728,836,558,138,196,278,692,694,962,142,449,564,565,283,853,288,293,566,964,182,359,453,968,922,714,862,135,716,456,722,942,718,724,576,936,961,813,726,199,733,184,524,361,362,364,732,366,144,146,463,528,923,738,578,537,742,866,369,744,186,925,869,746,926,466,112,111,298,927,846,299,582,487,474,754,698,&s=NGDPD,PPPGDP,&sy=2020&ey=2021&ssm=0&scsm=0&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2021/April/weo-report?c=512,914,612,614,311,213,911,314,193,122,912,313,419,513,316,913,124,339,638,514,218,963,616,223,516,918,748,618,624,522,622,156,626,628,228,924,233,632,636,634,238,662,960,423,935,128,611,321,243,248,469,253,642,643,939,734,644,819,172,132,646,648,915,134,652,174,328,258,656,654,336,263,268,532,944,176,534,536,429,433,178,436,136,343,158,439,916,664,826,542,967,443,917,544,941,446,666,668,672,946,137,546,674,676,548,556,678,181,867,682,684,273,868,921,948,943,686,688,518,728,836,558,138,196,278,692,694,962,142,449,564,565,283,853,288,293,566,964,182,359,453,968,922,714,862,135,716,456,722,942,718,724,576,936,961,813,726,199,733,184,524,361,362,364,732,366,144,146,463,528,923,738,578,537,742,866,369,744,186,925,869,746,926,466,112,111,298,927,846,299,582,487,474,754,698,&s=NGDPD,PPPGDP,&sy=2020&ey=2021&ssm=0&scsm=0&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1
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and more transparent cross-border payment 

solutions can gain a competitive advantage 

over banks. 

(ii) Increasing trade with emerging markets: 

Growing focus on emerging markets in Asian, 

European countries, etc as their share of 

international transactions increases. Overall, 

global cross-border trade is expected to grow 

by around 5% (CAGR) between 2018 and 

2022. 

(iii) Accessibility of mobile phones and e-

payments: The percentage of mobile phone 

ownership in emerging economies has risen to 

around 83%. More people around the world 

have access to banking services and e-

payment solutions. Global mobile wallet usage 

at the point-of-sale (POS) is expected to shift 

from 22% to 30% in 2023, while mobile wallet 

usage in e-commerce is forecast to grow to 

more than half from 42% to 52% in 2023. This 

significant growth is increasing cross-border 

commerce volumes. 

 

Key factors for cross border payments: 

  

Global ecommerce:  Fifteen to twenty percent 

of ecommerce transaction value in absolute 

terms is already international. This trend is 

steadily progressing across B2B and C2B use 

cases, driven by low-cost transport, small-item 

purchases, increasing comfort with transaction 

security, and the general easing of red tape. 

 

Retail remittances: This is sustained by 

increasing migration flows as well as more 

mobile affluent classes. For instance, China’s 
urban upper middle class populations will more 

than quadruple from 2012 to 2022, while their 

personal consumption grows by 7 times during 

the same period. This group’s increasing 

international focus also leads to cross-border 

education and bill payments exceeding 

traditional remittance growth. 

 

Impact of Large corporate: The increasing 

specialization and internationalization of value 

chains will continue, despite potential trade 

barriers. Aided by increasing payments 

transparency, more robust trade and 

international supply-chain finance platforms, 

and improved logistics, these trends will lead to 

the shift of a growing share of large corporate 

payments from domestic to international.  

 

Growing role of SMEs:  In international 

business, the SME segment stands to benefit 

the most from cross-border payments’ 
convergence and simplification—given that 

larger corporates have long had access to most 

of these capabilities. Solutions like VISA and 

Mastercard’s B2B Hub are providing more 
flexible and SME-appropriate payment options. 

 

Focal points for Banks:  

(i) Customer front-end providers: 

This offers better connectivity to 

the payment rails, which will 

expand the universe of players to 

include banks, tech firms, payment 

specialists and even new adjacent 

players such as export credit 

agencies, supply chain providers 

and administrative software 

providers. The model will still favor 

banks for servicing large corporate, 

ecommerce gateway providers and 

fintechs addressing corporate 

needs. ƒ 
(ii) Service aggregators: This will 

work with firms to create connector 

models for banks, customers and 

potentially others, insulating them 

from ongoing payments standards 

and formats or regulatory 

changes.. For example, a fintech 

might partner with two or three 

banks to create an API solution 

linked to the banks’ existing net 

https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2019/02/05/smartphone-ownership-is-growing-rapidly-around-the-world-but-not-always-equally/
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banking or corporate direct 

connections (e.g., host-to-host); 

the fintech would maintain and 

upgrade the solution as domestic 

payments systems or standards 

and formats change. ƒ  
(iii) 1-to-1 pricing strategy: This 

would require a deep 

understanding of client elasticity 

and needs (leveraging the large 

amount of data at banks’ disposal) 
to tailor highly specific value-based 

price points. 

(iv) Ecosystem providers: This may 

bundle an overarching portfolio of 

services. Open banking will 

accelerate such moves both in the 

retail and corporate world. 

Intensifying partnerships with 

fintechs and digital banks may also 

drive such bundling. Incidentally, 

such ecosystems are unlikely to be 

anchored on cross-border 

payments. 

 

Conclusion: Finally by 2025, per-transaction 

pricing for cross-border payments will have 

eroded to a fraction of their historic levels, even 

for large value transactions, making low single-

digit dollar transactions a likely outcome. 

Empowered by the availability of VoIP 

solutions, large clients now pay close to cost-

plus arrangements, which have fallen 

effectively to nil.  

 

Carriers reacted by slashing costs, but also by 

developing new revenue models in data, mobile 

phone, and infrastructure provision (e.g., fiber 

cables). For today’s cross-border payment 

leaders and potential entrants, imperatives for 

success is by way of understanding future 

revenue models, revisiting client propositions, 

upgrading the engine room and exploring the 

collaborative solutions and establishing a 

partnership ecosystem. Hence the customer 

experience versus pure payments will initiate 

the real time success.  

 

Dr. Jayakumar A  

Faculty, STC Trichy 

------------------------------------- 

IT Management 

Block Chain and  

Future of Banking Industry 

 

Block-chain 

technology has 

gained lots of 

attention in 

recent years all across the industry. The 

corporate are using block chain technology for 

expanding their business. Block chain is getting 

this popularity for its transparency and 

flexibility. Banking Industry is no exception and 

is also adopting the technology with ease and 

speed. 

 

What is Block Chain Technology? 

Block chain technology provides a way for 

un-trusted parties to come to agreement on the 

state of a database, without using a middleman 

like Banks. It provides a ledger that nobody 

administers; a block chain could provide 

specific financial services — like payments or 

securitization — without the need for a bank. A 

block chain is a type of database.  

 

A database is a collection of information that is 

stored electronically on a computer system. 

Information, or data, in databases is typically 

structured in table format to allow for easier 

searching and filtering for specific information.  

Spreadsheets are designed for one person, or 
a small group of people, to store and access 
limited amounts of information. In contrast, a 
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database is designed to house significantly 
larger amounts of information that can be 
accessed, filtered and manipulated quickly and 
easily by any number of users at once. 

Large databases 
achieve this by 
housing data on 
servers that are 
made of 

powerful 
computers. These servers can sometimes be 
built using hundreds or thousands of computers 
in order to have the computational power and 
storage capacity necessary for many users to 
access the database simultaneously. While a 
spreadsheet or database may be accessible to 
any number of people, it is often owned by a 
business and managed by an appointed 
individual that has complete control over how it 
works and the data within it. 

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 
Distributed Ledger technologies, like Block 
Chain, are peer to peer networks that multiple 
members use to maintain their own identical 
copy of shared ledger. Rather than requiring a 
central authority to update and communicate 
records to all participants, DLTs allow their 
members to securely verify, execute and record 
their own transactions without relying on a 
middleman. 
 
DLTs allow businesses and individuals alike to 
quickly carry out secure transactions without 
needing to rely on middleman. By avoiding 
middleman, distributing control of the ledger 
and providing tamper proof network, DLTs 
represent a cost efficient, accessible and 
reliable platform for transaction in comparison 
to Centralized Ledger Systems. 
 
Distributed Ledger Technology, could help the 
institutions in establishing better governance 
and standards in case of data sharing and 
collaborations among institutions.  In Banking 
Industry, Block Chain Technology and DLT 
have a massive opportunity to disrupt the $ 5 
Trillion plus eco system by way of disinter- 
mediating the key services that banks provide. 

Some of the challenges that banking sector faces in 

recent days in regard to the transactions could be 

listed as follows: 

1. Monitoring As more and more numbers of 

transactions are happening through digital 

mode, this increases the responsibilities of 

banking sector to monitor and record details 

periodically. 

2. Time Delay: The involvement of third parties 

like correspondent Bank in cross border 

transactions, the transactions can take 2 to 3 

days or a week to complete the payment 

process. This results in customer 

dissatisfaction. 

3. Payment Costs: The involvement of third 

parties/ intermediaries results in high costs 

transactions. This payment costs are enormous 

and this creates challenging situation for 

banking sector to engage its users. 

4. Record Management: Number of 

transactions in Banking Sector is increasing 

with each passing day therefore maintaining 

the complete ledger for storing all the 

transaction records is becoming a complex 

task.  This in turn increases the payment 

process time. 

Block chain and DLT can provide the 

alternatives to some of the challenges faced by 

the traditional banking services in the following 

manner. 

Clearance and Settlement System: 

Distributed Ledgers can reduce operational 

costs and bring us closer to real time 

transactions between two financial institutions. 

DLT could allow transactions to be settled 

directly rather than through SWIFT protocols, 

which are happening presently.  Ripple and R3, 

among others, are working with traditional 

banks to bring greater efficiency to the sector. 

Rather than using SWIFT to reconcile each 
financial institution’s ledger, an interbank block 
chain could keep track of all transactions 
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publicly and transparently. This means that 
instead of having to rely on a network of 
custodial services and correspondent banks, 
transactions could be settled directly on a 
public block chain. Further, block chain 
technology allows for “atomic” transactions, or 
transactions that clear and settle as soon as a 
payment is made. This stands in contrast to 
current banking systems, which clear and settle 
a transaction days after a payment. That might 
help alleviate the high costs of maintaining a 
global network of correspondent banks. An 
Accenture survey among 8 global banks found 
that block chain technology could bring down 
the average cost of clearing and settling 
transactions by $10B annually globally.  

Payments: Facilitating payments is highly 
profitable business for banks. Cross-border 
transactions, from payments to letters of credit, 
generated $224B in revenues in 2019 for the 
banks globally. 

By establishing a decentralized ledger for 
payments (e.g. Bitcoin), block chain technology 
could facilitate faster payments at lower fees 
than traditional banking transaction. 

Block chain technology offers a secure and 
cheap option of sending payments that cuts 
down on the need for verification from third 
parties with lesser processing time in 
comparison to traditional bank transfer. More 
than 90% of members of the European 
Payments Council believe that block chain 
technology will fundamentally change the 
industry by 2025. 

Crypto currencies like bit coin and ether are 
built on public block chains (Bit coin and 
Ethereum, respectively) that anyone can use to 
send and receive money. Bit coin transactions 
take 10 minutes on an average to settle. 
Developers are also working on scaling 
cheaper solutions to process crypto 
transactions more quickly. Bit coin Cash and 
TRON, for example, have relatively low-priced 
transactions. 

Fund raising: ‘Venture capital’ involves 
cumbersome process. Entrepreneurs sit 

through countless meetings with partners and 
endure long negotiations over equity 
and valuation. In contrast, many companies are 
raising funds via Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), 
powered by public block chains like Ethereum 
and Bitcoin. 

Securities: Block 
chain technology 
promises to 

revolutionize 
financial markets 
by creating a 

decentralized database of unique, digital 
assets. With a distributed ledger, it is possible 
to transfer the rights to an asset through 
cryptographic tokens, representing assets “off-
chain’. By way of tokenizing traditional 
securities such as stocks, bonds, and 
alternative assets — and placing them on 
public block chains — block chain technology 
could create more efficient, interoperable 
capital markets. While Bitcoin and Ethereum 
have accomplished this with purely digital 
assets, new block chain companies are working 
on ways to tokenize real-world assets, from 
stocks to real estate to gold. 

Credit/Loans When a customer applies for a 
bank loan, the bank has to evaluate the risk 
that the customer won’t pay them back. The 
Bank conducts due diligence by looking at 
factors like your credit score. To get this 
information, Bank has to access credit report 
provided by credit agencies like CIBIL, 
Experian, TransUnion and Equifax. 

This centralized system can be hostile to 
consumers. Further, concentrating this 
sensitive information within these institutions 
creates lots of vulnerability. The September 
2017 Equifax hack in America exposed the 
credit information of nearly 150 million 
Americans. 

Alternative lending using block chain 
technology offers a cheaper, more efficient and 
more secure way of making personal loans to a 
broader pool of consumers. With a 
cryptographically secure, decentralized registry 
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of historical payments, consumers could apply 
for loans based on a global credit score. 

Although, block chain projects in the lending 
space are still in their infancy stage but days 
are not far off that in this segment too block 
chain technology may get a major 
breakthrough. 

KYC and Risk Management: By storing 
customer information on decentralized blocks, 
block chain technology can make it easier and 
safer to share information between financial 
institutions. Block chains can store customer 
information on different blocks, which could 
help prevent attacks on customer information. 
Block chain tech can help reduce the human 
effort and cost involved in KYC compliance. 
With KYC customer information stored on a 
block chain, the decentralized nature of the 
platform would allow all institutions that require 
KYC to access that information. 

Conclusion 
Technology has always been changing the way 
of doing businesses; banking industry too has 
experienced the fast paced changes in the 
past. Technological companies are evolving the 
newer technologies which altogether changes 
the way we work and conduct business. Block 
chain technology and DLT are also such 
technological platforms. The companies in this 
technological space are developing and 
exploring its application to the uncharted areas, 
which may change the rule of the game 
altogether in the near future and Banking 
Industry is no exception to these foreseeable 
change. 
 
M H Ali 
Faculty, STC Noida 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Book Review of the Month 
 

Title of the Book: How to Improve Concentration  

Reviewed by: N R Balasubramanyam, Faculty, STC 

Bengaluru  

 

About the Authors: The authors Aditi and Sudhir 

Singhal are the founders of Dynamic Minds Group, 

an organization that works to impart education as 

edutainment. Both are maths educators, 

international memory trainers, authors and 

motivational speakers. They have to their credit the 

Guinness World Record of teaching the largest 

maths class. Aditi has three records in the Limca 

Book of Records for memory and fastest 

calculation. The authors mantra is “Add Smart Work 

to Your Hard Work”. 

Book Review: As the title of the book itself 

suggests, this book is focusing more on how to 

improve concentration. In the present world 

where lot of turmoil is going on, lot of changes 

have taken place in the lifestyle and work 

culture. People are struggling to concentrate in 

their day to day life to complete the minimum 

required work expected from them. In this 

regard, this book acts as a guide, gives tips on 

how to improve concentration and also helps 

one to perform better for a greater output. This 

book is a combination of theory to make us 

understand, examples to understand better, 

tests and exercises at the end of each chapter 

to assess our level of concentration and finally 

activities to check and assess whether we have 

really learnt something out of it. Because of 

these combinations, this book is very 

interesting to read and simple to understand.  

This book consists of 23 small chapters each 

having a distinct title like “Attention, please”, 
“Train Your mind, Change Your Brain”, “Life on 
Social Media” and like this. Learning to focus is 
the key. Whether at home, school, work or 

anywhere for that matter - holding our 

concentration for designated durations is a 

priceless quality.  This book shows that 

achieving deep focus is not elusive after all. 

With systematic training of the mind, we can 

clear away distractions, concentrate on our 

thoughts completely on a single idea or task 

and accomplish everything with quality.  
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In the present context, reading of this book is 

more appropriate considering our life style 

where we are most often addicted to social 

media, digitalization etc. One of the chapters in 

the book deals with E-diseases and their 

remedies which is more often applicable to 

each one of us. First of all, the disease is 

identified and later remedy is given. To mention 

a few of these diseases, Disturbed Sleep, Loss 

of Vision, Text Neck, Cell Phone Elbow and 

Wrist issues. These diseases are explained as 

to how it occurs supported by graphic pictures 

depicting the posture of using and most 

importantly how to overcome it. These 

remedies are not only helpful for a reader, but 

he/she can also share with most of the people 

around them.  

Another important chapter worth mentioning is 

Digital Wellness where the authors have 

elaborately explained the symptoms of digital 

addiction; identify the root causes of digital 

addiction and digital wellness techniques. At 

the end of the chapter, the authors give seven 

day wellness plan. This starts with an 

interesting quote:  “Life was much simpler when 

Apple and Blackberry were only fruits”. For 

those who want seriously to de-addict, this 

seven day wellness plan is a practical, 

workable solution. 

To conclude, this book gives lot of inputs 

regarding improvement of concentration. It 

eludes myths, makes the reader to focus more 

on activities, test and makes him to understand 

his level of concentration. Concentration is not 

just about connecting your mental and physical 

energies to one task, but also about 

disconnecting from the things not relevant to 

the task. Your perception is your reality; and 

your perception is governed by your attention. 

Brain is a fantastic filter and attention is its 

gate. Meditation is attention training. 

Remember: Distraction is slow destruction. Like 

this, the book concludes in the last chapter 

summary. All the points mentioned in the 

summary are addressed and explained earlier 

in the book. 

 

Management Lessons for Bankers 

 

 This book guides the banker how to 

improve concentration and focus on a 

given task and complete the task 

effectively, professionally. 

 Gives insights as to how to develop a 

healthy perception.  

 It helps the bankers how to de-clutter the 

mind by asking the right questions. 

 This book helps to disconnect the 

topics irrelevant to the focused point.  

 This book also highlights the 

importance of digital addiction and 

methods and wellness plan to de 

addict without affecting the routine 

work which is necessarily to be done 

digitally. 

 Finally, the test, question and answers 

and the activities can be repeatedly 

referred to distress ourselves. 

Author : Aditi Singhal 
Sudhir Singhal 

Publisher : Penguin 
Year of Publication : 2020 
Cost Price : Rs.299/- 
No. of Pages : 212 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Do You Know 

Collateral Free Loans to MSE 

 

As per extant guidelines of RBI, Banks are 

mandated not to accept collateral security in 

the case of loans up to Rs.10.00 lakhs 

extended to units in the Micro and Small 

Enterprise (MSE) Sector.  These loans are to 

be covered under Credit Guarantee Trust for 
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Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) 

Scheme (Circular No. Adv 35/2019-20 dated 

05.07.2019) & modifications in CGTMSE 

Scheme communicated vide Circular No. ADV 

12/2020-21 dated 09.04.2020. 

 

Hence, it is hereby reiterated that 

 

 For loans upto Rs.10 lakhs to a single 

Micro / Small Enterprise borrower, no 

collateral security to be obtained. 

 These loans are to be covered under 

CGTMSE Scheme 

 In case of loans to MSEs under the 

products, My Own Shop, Ind SME 

Mortgage, Secured Overdraft, General 

MSME Term Loan for construction of 

factory etc., the mortgage of property is 

to be obtained as “Primary Security” 
only and should be properly updated in 

CBS as Primary Security.  No 

additional / collateral security is to 

be obtained.  

 

(Circular Ref: ADV - 59 dated 21.06.2021) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Adjustment of GLIF difference 

 

It is being observed that the branches are doing 

EOD in BANCS without attending to the GLIF in 

the branch.  Adjustment of GLIF difference in 

branches should strictly be done before EOD 

operations to obviate accumulation of un-

reconciled entries. 

 

While ensuring that there is no GLIF difference, 

ABM should check and ensure that no 

transaction is there in referred status, all 

queues are authorised and that no batch 

transaction is in 2 or 5 or 6 (unbalanced) status. 

 

Only after ensuring all the above, the ABM 

should proceed with End Of Day operations.  

The very existence of GLIF entry may also lead 

to difference in BGL and CGL balances. 

 

The prevalence of GLIF in the branches is 

viewed seriously by our Top Management and 

the FGMs / ZMs are advised to strictly ensure 

that the branches follow the systems and 

procedures meticulously to avoid differences in 

GLIF. 

 

(Circular Ref: CRA -15 dated 22.06.2021) 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
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